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Quality-Plus Teaching Strategies: Quick Overview

Three Foundational Strategies
The outer ring of the QPTS features the three foundational strategies – Literacy (Listening, Speaking, Reading, 
Writing), Assessment and Feedback, and Student Goal-Setting. These three strategies should be present 
throughout each instructional unit. Planning for instruction should begin with an understanding of where 
students are in their learning of the content (through assessment), assuring that students understand their 
learning goals and are able to communicate and plan for their own learning, and identifying students’ 
literacy needs in relation to the content (i.e., do they have the literacy skills needed to make meaning of the 
content). Students’ engagement with and success learning the content should be assessed and feedback 
provided throughout the learning activities, in order to assure students are meeting learning goals and 
gaining required literacy skills. The three foundational strategies thus interplay throughout an instructional unit 
and reinforce all other strategies.

The Instructional Core
The instructional core at the center of the QPTS wheel demonstrates the 
cyclical relationship between the teacher – his/ her choices for and 
delivery of instruction, the student – his/her identified learning needs and 
learning preferences, and the content expectations. Effective instructional 
planning takes all of these factors into consideration, determining which 
QPTS should be used for instruction based on the content and the student’s 
learning needs.

Student Goal-Setting Assessment & Feedback Literacy

The strategy of Student 
Goal-Setting helps students 
establish their own challenging, 
measurable, and attainable goals 
based on expectations of the AKS 
and students’ present assessed 
skill levels. Student Goal-Setting is 
a foundational strategy that 
supports short- and long-term 
learning goals across all 
instructional practices. Student 
Goal-Setting is not merely 
personal vision-setting (e.g., 
setting personal goals or career 
goals). It is a strategy that can 
help students differentiate their 
own methods for learning to 
promote their progress. 

The Assessment and Feedback 
strategy involves monitoring 
students’ progress toward mastery 
of the AKS, providing students with 
ongoing feedback on their 
progress, and adjusting instruction 
to increase student learning. 
Assessment and Feedback 
undergirds all instruction. Teachers 
and students should be jointly 
involved in discussing learning 
goals and monitoring progress.

The Literacy strategy focuses on 
explicitly teaching, modeling, and 
practicing the cognitive strategies 
for listening, speaking, reading 
and writing. Literacy provides 
students with a foundation for 
academic achievement, and 
“becomes the currency of other 
learning” (Hattie, 2017). Within any 
content area, Literacy strategies 
help students grow in their ability 
to use abstract (linguistic) and 
concrete (symbolic) 
representation. The skills of 
listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing are interwoven and 
reciprocal in nature. 

A foundational strategy, Technology, facilitates the use of 
other Quality-Plus Teaching Strategies. This strategy focuses 
on using digital content (media, text, or activities), 
resources, and tools to support and personalize teaching 
and learning of the AKS.

Why Have the QPTS?
Quality-Plus Teaching Strategies are strategies that lead to optimal student 
learning.  These strategies are based on the study of effective teaching, or 
pedagogy. When these sound pedagogical strategies are used in the 
classroom, they will address the needs of the learner and, therefore, be the 
most efficient and effective path to learning.

https://tinyurl.com/QPTSOverview 

https://tinyurl.com/QPTSOverview
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=10e159b7-d358-11e9-b23f-d0946657ccc6


Frequently Used Strategies
The inner ring of the QPTS wheel identifies the frequently used 
strategies that research has shown to be most effective in student 
learning across subjects and grade levels. These strategies should be 
selected and used based on the specific content to be learned and 
the characteristics of the students (including prerequisite learning 
and learning preferences). The frequently used strategies may be 
used together as many of these strategies are interdependent. 
However, there also are times when a single strategy will prove most 
effective.

Problem-Solving Collaboration Vocabulary

Problem-Solving engages students 
with the AKS through a relevant 
problem or challenge in order to 
develop knowledge and skills and 
to deepen understanding and 
application in familiar and 
unfamiliar contexts.

Through Collaboration, teachers 
intentionally design learning 
experiences in which students 
work with one another toward the 
completion of a task or goal. 
Collaborative learning should be 
developed so that it requires the 
perspective, knowledge, skills, 
and research of every student.

This Quality-Plus Teaching Strategy 
focuses explicitly on teaching the 
key words/phrases and skills that 
students must understand in order 
to effectively use rich, 
discipline-specific content 
language.

Background and Prior 
Knowledge Modeling and Practice Questioning

Using the Background and Prior 
Knowledge strategy, teachers 
build upon and deepen students’ 
knowledge through experience, 
experimentation, and intentional 
connections. Students’ previous 
understanding and experiences 
(Prior Knowledge) play an 
important role in the acquisition of 
new knowledge. In addition 
certain prerequisite knowledge 
(Background Knowledge) is often 
needed for students to build 
understanding of new content. 

This Quality-Plus Teaching Strategy 
explicitly teaches “how” through 
intentional modeling. This strategy 
is part of a multi-step approach to 
skill acquisition that includes 
modeling, direct practice, guided 
practice, and independent 
practice to gradually release 
responsibility to the learner.

This strategy uses questions to 
prompt student discussion and 
debate that expands student 
thinking and challenges ideas. 
Effective questioning encourages 
students to evaluate concepts 
and sources and ask “Why?” and 
“How?”.

Summarizing Non-Verbal Representation Comparison and Contrast

Summarizing ensures students 
recap knowledge, skills, 
processes, and sequences of 
events. This strategy allows 
students to capture, reflect, and 
organize their knowledge to build 
upon, access, and apply their 
learning.

The Non-verbal 
Representation strategy uses visual 
and auditory input other than 
written and spoken words, to 
convey meaning and build 
conceptual understanding and 
vocabulary.

Comparison and Contrast 
engages students in delineating, 
differentiating, and distinguishing 
information. The four connected 
strategies for Comparison and 
Contrast are comparing, 
classifying, creating analogies, 
and creating metaphors.

For more information on the Quality-Plus 
Teaching Strategies, check out the QPTS 
website (https://tinyurl.com/QPTSWebsite)

Click on the icon next to the 
strategies to see the QPTS in Action

https://tinyurl.com/QPTSWebsite
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=6b33850b-2a2a-11e9-b03e-246e960841e0
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=da46e3d8-f4fd-11e9-ba6f-d0946657fa61


The What & The Why of Communication Centers
What is it? The Curriculum and Instruction Communication Centers are digital platforms that make 
available instructional resources. Communication Centers provide a multitude of resources for 
local school leaders and teachers to use when planning for teaching and learning.

How to access: Communication centers can be 
accessed through the homepage of Portal by 
selecting the green eCLASS C&I button. Check out 
the video tutorial for further information on 
accessing the communication centers and an 
overview on the resources found on these digital 
platforms.

What can you find on the Communication Centers? 
Instructional Calendars

Literacy Mini-tasks

Vertical Progressions/Alignment

Sample Lessons

Student Tasks

Rubrics

Professional Learning Opportunities

Listed below are the Communication Centers for 
Curriculum and Instruction (C&I):

Elementary Communication Center
• Elementary Communication Center (ECOMM)

Secondary Communication Centers
• Literacy Online Communication Center (LOCC)
• Math Online Communication Center (MOCC)
• Science Online Communication Center (SOCC)
• Social Studies Online Communication Center (SOAR)

General C&I Communication Centers:
• Academies and CTE Portal
• Accelerated Programs and Gifted Ed Comm Center
• EL Programs Online Communication Center
• Fine Arts Communication Center
• Health and PE Online Communication Center
• Special Education Online Communication Center
• World Languages Communication Center

Note: Additional programs/departments may also offer 
a communication center to house their information.

Video tutorial for communication centers

https://tinyurl.com/CommCenterOverview 

https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/2102023
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/58325
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/58323
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/58321
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/22635
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/58316
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/27042
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/58336
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/84132
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/58327
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/58319
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/58314
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=adf1e7fb-ab54-11ea-9e40-d0946657fa10
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=adf1e7fb-ab54-11ea-9e40-d0946657fa10
https://tinyurl.com/CommCenterOverview




Not only are there instructional resources to support the core curriculum areas, but a wealth 
of information for teaching and learning also is provided by the Beyond the Core program 
offices. On the various Beyond the Core Communication Centers, teachers can access 
information specific to the content area, as well as instructional calendars and resources. 
These resources are aligned with the Academic Knowledge and Skills (AKS) and the 
Quality-Plus Teaching Strategies to ensure the optimal learning experience for all students. 
Learn how to enhance teaching and learning using research-based strategies, Quality-Plus 
Teaching Strategies.  Looking for sample lessons, digital tools, or resources?  Be sure to check 
out our Quality-Plus Teaching Strategies website! QPTS

Check out the different Beyond the Core Communication Centers mentioned below:

Beyond the Core-Instructional Resources

On the Accelerated Programs and Gifted Ed Comm 
Center, information is provided on the specifics to support 
gifted students and programs.

• Accelerated Programs and Gifted Ed Comm Center
• EL Programs Online Communication Center
• Fine Arts Communication Center
• Health and PE Online Communication Center
• World Languages Communication Center

https://tinyurl.com/GCPSGiftComm 

On the EL Programs Online Communication Center, 
information is provided to support the teaching and learning 
process for teachers and English language learners to be 
successful. https://tinyurl.com/GCPSELComm 

The Fine Arts Communication 
Center is broken down by 
programs to provide supporting 
lesson plans, calendars, and 
guides to meet the expectations 
of the AKS.

https://tinyurl.com/GCPSFAComm 

https://tinyurl.com/GCPSHPEComm 

The Health and PE Online 
Communication Center provides 
grade level specific information 
and additional resources to 
specific programs in HPE.

https://tinyurl.com/GCPSWLComm 

The World Languages Communication Center 
houses resources for Foreign Language 
teachers and leaders. Resources are often 
broken by specific language.

http://publish.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/qpts/home
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/27042
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/58336
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/84132
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/58327
https://instruction.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/d2l/home/58314
https://tinyurl.com/GCPSGiftComm
https://tinyurl.com/GCPSELComm
https://tinyurl.com/GCPSFAComm
https://tinyurl.com/GCPSHPEComm
https://tinyurl.com/GCPSWLComm


Welcome to the 2021-2022 school year!
Learn how to enhance teaching and learning using research-based strategies, Quality-Plus 
Teaching Strategies. Looking for sample lessons, digital tools, or resources? Be sure to check 
out our Quality-Plus Teaching Strategies website! QPTS

The Academies and CTE Portal provides middle and high school CTE teachers with access to 
instructional materials, content resources, and district guidance documents.

Academies and Career & Technical Education Instructional 
Resources

The Academies and CTE Portal is a digital 
communication center with resources for teachers.

If you are uncertain about the 
pathway you teach, click on State 

Resources and open the 
Navigating the DOE Website 

button.

The MS and HS Resources navigation buttons provide course descriptions and instructional 
resources; programs and Career Clusters are listed in alphabetical order on the left side. Click one 
of these to find your pathway/course. The Leader Toolkit offers CTE department chairs, principals, 
and assistant principals instructional planning tools, protocols, and professional learning resources.

The Instructional Expectations navigation 
button houses the CTE instructional cycle, 
instructional framework, and instructional 

look for documents.

The Safety Procedures navigation button houses safety 
resources for engineering, culinary arts, and 

nutrition/food science courses. Safety manuals and 
classroom safety contracts can be accessed here.

Additional resources can be found under District 
Support, Articles & Links, & Professional Development 
to support guidance for CTE programs, handouts from 
professional learning, and articles to stay up-to-date 
with CTE. Register for CTE professional learning 
through the PD&E tool on the homepage of the 
Portal (See Accessing PD&E page in this handout)

Employability lessons and digital 
learning day plans for Virtual Job 

Shadow can be found under 
Sample Lessons.

You can find guidance for aligning literacy and instruction with the 
CTE AKS under the Literacy Resources button. Sample Literacy Mini 

Tasks, online resources, templates, and content specific literacy mini 
tasks can be found here.

The CTE Digital Learning Day Lessons button offers DLD 
lessons for middle and high school for most introductory 
courses in pathways and programs. The Digital Teaching 
Framework offers a clear graphic on best practices 
related to teaching CTE in a virtual space with 
synchronously or asynchronously. The Digital Learning 
Teacher Resources offers a collection of strategies and 
tools teachers can employ to support digital learning.

http://publish.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/qpts/home


Learn how to enhance teaching and learning using research-based strategies, Quality-Plus 
Teaching Strategies. Looking for sample lessons, digital tools, or resources? Be sure to check 
out our Quality-Plus Teaching Strategies website! QPTS

The Special Education Online Communication Center (SPOCC) has an abundance of 
information and supports to help you with educational planning for students with disabilities. 

Special Education Instructional Resources

Click on each disability area for 
resources to help you plan for 

instruction. Resources include sample 
lessons, specially designed instruction, 
visual supports for social, behavior and 

executive functioning, assistive 
technology, literacy instruction, GAA 2.0 

and so much more!

Up-to-date Professional Learning opportunities!

General and grade-band specific resources 
can be accessed through the main page of 

the communication center. When selecting a 
grade-band, you will be redirected to look at 

each disability area.

https://tinyurl.com/SPOCCGCPS 

http://publish.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/qpts/home
https://tinyurl.com/SPOCCGCPS




Division of Curriculum & Instruction: Program Overview

Program: Curriculum & Instruction
Who: Bonnie Brush, Executive Director

Program Office: Language Arts
Who: Dr. Anna Mary Smith, K-5 Director & 
Kimberly Lipe, 6-12 Director

Program Office: Mathematics
Who: Janet Lewis, K-5 Interim Director & 
Deborah Johnson, 6-12 Director

Program Office: Science
Who: Logan Malm, K-5 Director & 
Jessica Holden, 6-12 Director

Program Office: Social Studies
Who: Dr. Jeremy Nix, K-5 Director & 
Vacant at the time of printing, 6-12 Director

K-5 Welcome Video
6-12 Welcome Video

K-5 Welcome Video
6-12 Check out MOCC for updates

K-5 Welcome Video
6-12 Check out SOCC for updates

K-5 Welcome Video
6-12 Check out SOAR for updates

https://youtu.be/-BzMu1l-AT0
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=d23f1d40-bcd4-11eb-8270-246e96123650
https://youtu.be/-BzMu1l-AT0
https://youtu.be/-BzMu1l-AT0
https://youtu.be/-BzMu1l-AT0


Division of Curriculum & Instruction: Program Overview

Program Office: Accelerated & 
Gifted Programs
Who: Keena Ryals-Jenkins, Director 

Program Office: English 
Language Learners
Who: Lynnette Aponte, Director 

Program Office: Fine Arts
Who: David Dubose, Director 

Program Office: Foreign 
Languages
Who: Dr. Jon Valentine, Director 

Program Office: Health & Physical 
Education
Who: Dr. Tasha Guadalupe, 
Director

Program Office: Staff 
Development
Who: Leilani Esmond, Director 

Program Office: Academies & 
Career & Technical Education
Who: Dr. Kyle Jones, Director 

Program Office: Special Education 
& Psychological Services
Who: Dr. Nicole White, Executive 
Director

Welcome Video Welcome Video

Welcome Video Welcome Video

Welcome Video Welcome Video

Welcome Video Welcome Video

https://youtu.be/DAY2-ttMuq0
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=d3e2993b-be47-11eb-88d2-246e960841e0
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=d3e8c047-be4a-11eb-88d2-246e960841e0
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=29117bac-c6bc-11ea-8f9e-ecf4bbd89ac8
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=7c2a9773-be4e-11eb-88d2-246e960841e0
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=e2669aef-be49-11eb-88d2-246e960841e0
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=e859c38e-be4b-11eb-88d2-246e960841e0
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=46e8c1b8-c6bd-11ea-8f9e-ecf4bbd89ac8


Accessing PD&E to Register for Professional Learning Opportunities
What is it? PD&E is a platform that provides a way to register and deliver a variety of professional learning opportunities.

How to: Use the images and/or video tutorial to understand how to 
access and sign up for GCPS Professional Learning. Access to the 
GCPS Portal (https://publish.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/gcps/home/gcpslogin).

Additional Information:

Did you know? There are professional learning modules 
purposefully designed to support new teachers with 
gaining understanding on technology integration in 
GCPS. These courses need to be completed prior to 
New Teacher Orientation. See details in your New 
Teacher email. Look for the following sections within the 
course eCLASS Basics (#26880):
• Asynchronous eCLASS: Communication Centers (#44685)
• Asynchronous eCLASS: Activity Feed (#44670)
• Asynchronous eCLASS: Announcements (#44671)
• Asynchronous eCLASS: Calendar (#44673)
• Asynchronous eCLASS: Content Tool Basics (#44669)
• Asynchronous eCLASS: Content DLD Templates (#44676)

More Learning Opportunities:  Professional 
learning opportunities are hosted by the 
curriculum offices and occur throughout the 
school year. Information can be found on 
their communication centers*.

GCPS Portal:  Want a little more information 
about the GCPS Portal? Check out this video 
for an overview to become familiar with the 
components of this platform.

*A module on communication centers can be found in the 
learning opportunities mentioned above

Video tutorial for accessing PD&E 
and registering for a course

Video tutorial for overview of 
the GCPS Portal

*See Additional Information for a list of Learning Opportunities

*

*To access the videos, first login into GCPS Portal

*Refer to hiring e-mail, which included 
information on logging into the Portal and 

updating your password*

https://publish.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/gcps/home/gcpslogin
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=c1144ca6-afea-11ea-b498-246e960841e0
https://safari.gwinnett.k12.ga.us/?g=e80646de-a5c9-11ea-8f9e-ecf4bbd89ac8


Look for this widget on any Communication 
Center to digitally access this Welcome Toolkit.
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